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Extreme situations for social workers

Content:
Extreme situations (weather conditions, traffic accidents, terrorist attacks) occurs among Europe with statistical probability. The project deals with these extreme situations and is focused on prevention, awareness, dynamics and impact of these situations.
Preventions of extreme situations is focused on risk analysis, estimating personal situation and expected near future.
Awareness is focused on recognising the arising extreme situation.
Dynamics is focused on basic approach in extreme situations (such as Run-Hide-Fight), how to act under stress.
Impact is focused on basic methods how to reduce the negative results of these extreme situations (such as First Aid, Urban Survival etc.)
The aim of project is to reduce the risk and raise the awareness.

Methods:
Small amount of content will be through frontal learning, main part is “learning by doing” and experiential learning. As supporting material will be used youtube channels related to the topic and web pages of related content (first aided, fire rescue etc.)

Competences and skills to be acquired:
Students will acquire experience and competencies in areas such as non professional
- First Aid, working and acting under stress (physical and psychical),
- risk awareness related to personal safety, basic urban survival (water, food, heat, safety)
- Side effect will be team work, communication and role taking.

Prerequisites:
None

Language of instruction: English

Recommended for: Social Studies